IntroductIon
Internal carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) corrosion of mild steel in the presence of hydrogen sulfide (H 2 S) represents a significant problem for the oil and gas industry. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] In CO 2 /H 2 S corrosion of mild steel, both iron carbonate and iron sulfide layers can form on the steel surface. Studies have demonstrated that surface layer formation is one of the important factors governing the corrosion rate. The layer growth depends primarily on the kinetics of the layer formation. The kinetics of iron carbonate, iron sulfide, and mixed iron carbonate/sulfide layers have been quantified and reported in several recent publications by the authors' research group. These are parts of a large ongoing project focusing on modeling the internal CO 2 /H 2 S corrosion of mild steel. [8] [9] The main operating parameters, types of equipment and measurement techniques used, and the resulting corrosion rates, for these and other similar experiments, are summarized in Table 1 . However, despite the relative abundance of experimental data, the uncertain mechanism of H 2 S corrosion makes it difficult to develop a model for the kinetics of iron sulfide layer formation and further to predict the corrosion rate of mild steel. Therefore, in this study, the mechanism of H 2 S corrosion as well as iron sulfide formation is investigated in parallel, and a model of the overall process is proposed.
Smith and Joosten, 6 in their review paper, systematically describe much of the research work done in the area of CO 2 /H 2 S corrosion in the oilfield environments. It is mentioned that most of the literature is still confusing and somewhat contradictory and the mechanism of CO 2 /H 2 S corrosion remains unclear. The mechanisms of iron sulfide layer formation in H 2 S corrosion were also reviewed by Lee. 10 In the following text, the current understanding of the mechanisms of iron sulfide layer formation will be summarized briefly. 
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Meyer, et al., 11 observed that in saturated H 2 S solutions, formation of a porous mackinawite layer was followed by a thicker mackinawite layer on the steel surface, which subsequently changed to pyrrhotite and pyrite.
Shoesmith, et al., [1] [2] systematically investigated the nature of iron sulfides formed on steel exposed to saturated H 2 S solution at room temperature and proposed that a mackinawite layer initially formed on the steel surface by a solid-state reaction and then cracked easily. When more ferrous ions were released from the steel surface, cubic ferrous sulfide and troilite precipitated on the steel surface because of high local supersaturation of iron sulfide. If oxygen was involved in the system, formation of greigite on the steel surface was possible. At very high concentrations of H 2 S, pyrrhotite, marcasite, and pyrite can form on the steel surface.
Benning, et al., 12 reported that mackinawite was stable for four months in the reduced sulfur solutions at low temperature, and the formation rate of pyrite from a precursor mackinawite below 100°C is insignificant in the solutions at low H 2 S concentration. The conversion of mackinawite to pyrite was a multistep reaction process involving changes in aqueous sulfur species, causing solid-state transformation of mackinawite to pyrite via the intermediate greigite.
Anderko and coworkers [13] [14] [15] [16] developed a Pourbaix E-pH diagram for the multicomponent and non-ideal aqueous iron sulfide solution to predict the stability of various iron sulfide species under different conditions. The diagram indicated that the formation of iron monosulfide followed a sequence of Fe(HS) + , amorphous ferrous sulfide, mackinawite, and pyrrhotite. Iron monosulfides transform to pyrite most likely through greigite and marcasite.
Smith, et al., [3] [4] [5] proposed a model to predict the corrosion products at different H 2 S concentrations and temperature in CO 2 /H 2 S corrosion and reported that mackinawite was the predominant species at low H 2 S concentration and temperature. With the increase of H 2 S concentration, mackinawite might be substituted by pyrrhotite and then pyrite. It was also suggested in their paper that the thermodynamics favored either pyrrhotite or pyrite as the corrosion products; however, the rapid kinetics of mackinawite formation favored it as the initial corrosion product. Based on the literature, [17] [18] Smith and his coauthors proposed the most likely mechanism of H 2 S corrosion described as follows:
-H 2 S diffuses to the steel surface; -H 2 S reacts with the steel to form a mackinawite layer on the surface; -mackinawite layer dissolves to Fe(HS) + and HS -; -Fe(HS) + diffuses away from the steel surface; and -more H 2 S diffuses to react with the exposed steel. This corrosion process keeps producing a very thin "tarnish" of mackinawite, which continually forms and dissolves. Smith, et al., [3] [4] [5] proposed this explanation for mackinawite formation and suggested that there are boundary conditions differentiating between the mackinawite corrosion product region and the other corrosion products. However, in their papers, the actual transition boundary conditions were not reported.
From the above discussion, it can be seen that many types of iron sulfides may form in H 2 S environments. A summary of structural typism in the iron sulfide system are shown in Table 2 . [3] [4] [5] 19 However, there is no clear relationship established between the nature of the sulfide layer and the underlying corrosion process. Among those iron sulfides, mackinawite is the prevalent iron sulfide that forms on the steel surface usually as a precursor to other types of sulfides and therefore it needs to be quantified first.
The main goal of this work was to develop a practical and reasonably accurate modeling tool for oilfield situations. Therefore, while the model described below has been built up in a step-by-step manner based on mechanistic arguments, the development required a number of physically reasonable approximations, assumptions, and simplifications at various points to make progress. This was sometimes done without making a completely rigorous proof of the exact mechanistic details, guided along the most likely pathway. The closeness of the final correlation between the model and test results used for calibration will be used as the primary means to assess the validity of the assumptions and their handling, and thereby to tune and optimize the model in the future.
PhysIco-chemIcAl model
In the literature, there seems to be a consensus that a mackinawite layer forms first on the steel surface as a product of H 2 S corrosion. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 17, 19 In the authors' previous study, 9 mackinawite was also found to be the predominant iron sulfide species. Clearly, other types of iron sulfide layers were observed in the 8 and due to its rather low solubility, mackinawite was thought to form by a precipitation mechanism. 20 While this is clearly a possibility, as argued above, mackinawite formation via a direct heterogeneous chemical reaction with iron on the steel surface seems to be the more plausible mechanism because of the following pieces of evidence:
-Due to the very high reactivity of H 2 S with iron, the mackinawite layer has been shown to form in minutes, [1] [2] 21 which is much faster than what one would expect from the typical kinetics for a precipitation process. 1 -Formation of a solid mackinawite layer is observed in highly undersaturated solutions 1 (e.g., pH 3) where it is thermodynamically unstable. A case can be made that the reasoning about solubility of iron sulfide based on conditions in the bulk is invalid, since at a steel surface, due to corrosion of iron, there always exists a higher pH and a possibility to exceed the mackinawite solubility limit, even in acidic solutions. This argument would apply to even lower pH as well as to other precipitating salts such as iron carbonate. In reality, macroscopic iron carbonate layers are not observed at pH significantly below the solubility limit [22] [23] [24] (based on bulk conditions), while iron sulfide layers are. 10 In addition, basing arguments on a surface pH, which is very difficult to measure, is less practical. A way to reconcile the two arguments is to assume that upon iron dissolution, the ferrous ions never get very "far" from the steel surface due to a high local pH and rapidly form iron sulfide by precipitation. When taken to the limit, this argument amounts to a direct reaction between iron and H 2 S. -There is little effect of bulk solution supersaturation level on the rate of mackinawite formation.
20
-The layered structure of the mackinawite layer often contains cracks and delaminations, with the steel surface imprint visible even after rather long exposures 20 ( Figure 1 ). -The amount of mackinawite layer always being smaller than the amount of iron lost to corrosion of mild steel (expressed in molar units) 9 and a lack of substantial mackinawite layer formation on stainless steel and other corrosionresistant alloys ( Figure 2 ), both suggest that the iron "source" in mackinawite is the steel itself, rather than the bulk solution. -Mackinawite layers in corrosion tests have very similar structures and morphologies as the mackinawite layer seen in high-temperature sulfidation of mild steel exposed to gaseous or hydrocarbon environments, [25] [26] [27] where the precipitation mechanism is impossible. If the list above is accepted as sufficient evidence, it can be concluded that the corrosion of mild steel in H 2 S aqueous environments proceeds initially by a very fast, direct, heterogeneous reaction at the steel surface to form a solid adherent mackinawite layer. The overall reaction scheme can be written as:
Since the initial and final states of Fe are solid, this reaction is often referred to as the "solid-state corrosion reaction." The formed mackinawite layer may dissolve depending on the solution saturation level. For the typical pH range seen in oilfield brines (pH 4 to 7), the solution is often supersaturated with respect to iron sulfide and the mackinawite layer does not dissolve. Actually, in long exposures, iron sulfide grows by precipitation from the bulk. 28 If the pH is decreased below saturation the dissolution starts and the rate will increase to a point where, in the range of pH 2 to pH 3, no mackinawite can be detected on the steel surface. 1 This happens when the kinetics of mackinawite dissolution exceeds the rate formed by Reaction (1).
This first layer of mackinawite that forms very fast is extremely thin (<< 1 μm) (1) and invisible to the naked eye and even with a typical scanning electron microscope (SEM) or energy-dispersive spectrometer (EDS). 21 However, it is rather protective and reduces a CO 2 -driven corrosion rate typically by an order of magnitude. 21 With increased exposure times, at high H 2 S concentrations and temperatures, the thin mackinawite film grows rapidly. It is still unclear whether this growth is supported by H 2 S penetration through the crystalline layer (by solid-state diffusion) or if it is by ionic conduction of S 2- , HS -, Fe
2+
, etc., through the semiconductive mackinawite matrix. Outward diffusion of Fe 2+ is consistent with an electrochemical iron dissolution mechanism and a mackinawite-continued growth at the outer film/solution interface. The inward diffusion of sulfide species is consistent with the here proposed direct reaction mechanism (Reaction [1] ) and leads to mackinawite formation at the inner film interface with the steel. In both cases the mechanical integrity of the growing layer is weakened. Outward migration of Fe 2+ leaves "voids" at the metal/ mackinawite interface, i.e., it "undermines" the film that manifests itself as poor "adhesion" of the layer to the steel. Inward diffusion of the sulfide species leads to internal stresses in the layer as described below.
In the latter scenario, the solid-state corrosion Reaction (1) keeps generating mackinawite at the inner interface of the mackinawite layer with the steel. This leads to epitaxial stresses arising from the different crystalline structures of the source iron and the iron sulfide that formed in its place. 25 What is more important is that the solid iron sulfide (FeS) is calculated to be 2.56 times more voluminous than the iron it replaces at the mackinawite/steel interface. This, so-called Pilling-Bedworth ratio (PBR), 25 leads to an increase of internal compressive stresses in the mackinawite layer. When the mechanical limit of the mackinawite is exceeded, microcracking of the film occurs, thereby relieving the internal stresses and the process starts all over again. These microcracks, which most likely occur at mackinawite grain boundaries, (1) It will be referred to as "mackinawite film" in the text following to distinguish it from the macroscopic outer sulfide layer.
serve as preferred pathways for a more rapid penetration of sulfide species, which fuel the solid-state Reaction (1) to go even faster. 29 It is expected that in some instances, at stress concentration points, large cracks in the film may appear as shown in Figure 1 , which is confirmed to be a mackinawite film by x-ray diffraction (XRD). 9 The sulfide species penetrate even more easily at these locations to fuel the corrosion Reaction (1), which makes even more sulfide film at those locations and causes even more internal stressing and film failure. It is not difficult to see how this "feed-forward" scenario could lead to an exponential growth of the reaction rate and localized corrosion in certain locations. This scenario also offers an explanation for an apparently odd occurrence in H 2 S corrosion: experimental observations indicate that pits are usually full of iron sulfide and even have a cap of sulfide, which is thicker than elsewhere on the steel surface, as shown in Figure 3 provided by Brown and Nesić. 30 This appearance is very different from the localized attack seen in CO 2 corrosion where pits are bare while the surrounding steel is covered with a protective layer. Finally, in this scenario the hydrogen atoms evolved by the corrosion Reaction (1) buildup at the steel/ film interface because they can diffuse out through the tight mackinawite film only with some difficulty. This may lead to enhanced hydrogen penetration into the steel. On the other hand, the hydrogen built up at the steel/layer interface may build up pressure and "bubble out" and cause further damage to the mackinawite layer. The last few points are purely speculative and are discussed here only because they are consistent with the proposed mechanism of H 2 S corrosion of steel and the resulting iron sulfide layer growth. As there is no direct evidence for them in the experiments presented in this work, these hypotheses require further evaluation in the future.
As the mackinawite layer goes through the growth/microcracking cycle, it thickens. As larger cracks appear, whole portions of the layer may partially delaminate from the steel surface starting another cycle of rapid layer growth underneath, as shown in Figure 4 . Over longer exposures, this cyclic growth/delamination process leads to a macroscopically layered structure, which is rather porous. As this layer grows it will spontaneously spall, a process assisted by flow. If the bulk solution is undersaturated (typically at 3 < pH < 4), the outer porous mackinawite layer will dissolve. This may happen even to the very tight and thin inner mackinawite film at pH < 3. In summary, in H 2 S corrosion of mild steel, two types of mackinawite layers form on the steel surface:
-a very thin (<<1 μm) and tight inner film -a much thicker (>>1 μm) outer layer, which is loose and very porous The outer layer may be intermixed with any iron sulfide or iron carbonate that may have precipitated, given the favorable water chemistry and long exposure time, which would change its properties and appearance. Both the inner mackinawite layer and the outer layer act as barriers for the diffusion of the sulfide species, which fuel the solid-state corrosion Reaction (1). This is in addition to the diffusion resistance through the aqueous mass-transfer boundary layer. In the authors' opinion, the hypothesis about outward diffusion by the Fe 2+ through the thin mackinawite layer can be rejected since it is inconsistent with the proposed solid-state corrosion Reaction (1) and would lead to a formation of a very different looking and behaving sulfide layer in a process that is more akin to iron carbonate formation in CO 2 corrosion.
When CO 2 is present in the solution, both iron carbonate and iron sulfide may form on the steel surface, depending on the water chemistry as well as the competitiveness of iron carbonate and iron sulfide formation. Based on the previous investigation, 9 it is found that mackinawite layer formation is the dominant process in most cases of mixed CO 2 /H 2 S corrosion. In some cases, iron carbonate crystals may form intermixed with the mackinawite layer (for an example see Figure 5 [experiment with 0.1% H 2 S, Fe 2+ 50 ppm, and 80°C]), which was confirmed using XRD ( Figure  6 ). However, the first mackinawite layer is assembled extremely quickly by a solid-state reaction; hence, it always forms first on the steel surface. The iron carbonate crystals may precipitate in the outer part of the mackinawite layer according to the crystal morphology, as shown in Figure 5 . Therefore, it is believed that in mixed CO 2 /H 2 S systems, the mackinawite layer still partially protects the steel from corrosion, and the description of the H 2 S corrosion process presented above for pure H 2 S corrosion is also applicable for CO 2 /H 2 S corrosion, with small modifications. The assumptions that iron carbonate layer formation has little effect on the CO 2 /H 2 S corrosion process is a simplification; however, it does allow development of a practical working model.
mAthemAtIcAl model
H 2 S Corrosion
Based on the experimental results and the description of the H 2 S corrosion process presented above, a mathematical model can be constructed. The key assumptions are:
-the corrosion process happens via a direct heterogeneous solid-state Reaction (1) at the steel surface; -there is always a very thin (<<1 μm) but dense film of mackinawite at the steel surface, which acts as a solid-state diffusion barrier for the sulfide species involved in the corrosion reaction; -this fi lm continuously goes through a cyclic process of growth, cracking, and delamination, which generates the outer mackinawite layer; -this outer layer grows in thickness (typically >1 μm) over time and presents a diffusion barrier; -the outer layer is very porous and rather loosely attached; over time it cracks, peels, and spalls, a process aggravated by the fl ow. Due to the presence of the inner mackinawite fi lm and the porous outer layer (if present), it is assumed that the corrosion rate of steel in H 2 S solutions is always under mass-transfer control rather than electrochemical or chemical kinetics control. Based on the discussions above, a schematic of the H 2 S corrosion process is shown in Figure 7 . Based on this depiction, one can write the fl ux of H 2 S as a result of:
-convective diffusion through the mass-transfer boundary layer: 
-molecular diffusion through the liquid in the porous outer layer: 
-solid-state diffusion through the inner mackinawite fi lm: 
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This is an algebraic, nonlinear equation with respect to Flux H 2 S , which does not have an explicit solution but can be solved by using a simple, numerical algorithm such as the interval halving method or similar. These are available as ready-made routines in spreadsheet applications or in any common computer programming language. The prediction for Flux H 2 S depends on a number of constants used in the model that can be found in handbooks (such as D H 2 S ), calculated from the established theory (e.g., k m,H 2 S ), or are determined from experiments (e.g., A H 2 S , c s,H 2 S ). The unknown thickness of the outer sulfi de layer changes with time and needs to be calculated as described below.
It is assumed that the amount of layer retained on the metal surface at any point in time depends on the balance of:
-layer formation kinetics (because the layer is generated by spalling of the thin mackinawite fi lm underneath it and by precipitation from the solution), and -layer damage kinetics (because the layer is damaged by intrinsic or hydrodynamic stresses and/or by chemical dissolution).
SRR = SFR -SDR
sulfi de layer sulfi de layer sulfi de layer retention formation damage rate rate rate } } } (6) where all the terms are expressed in mol/(m 2 s). It is assumed here that in the typical range of application (4 < pH < 7), precipitation and dissolution of the iron sulfi de layer do not play a signifi cant role, so it can be written: 
Experiments 9 have shown that even in stagnant conditions about half of the sulfi de layer that forms is lost from the steel surface due to intrinsic growth stresses by internal cracking and spalling, i.e.:
More experimentation is required to determine how the mechanical layer damage is affected by hydrodynamic forces.
Once the layer retention rate SRR is known, the change in mass of the outer sulfi de layer can easily be calculated as:
where M FeS is the molar mass of iron sulfi de in kg/mol and ∆t is the time interval in seconds. The porosity of the outer mackinawite layer was determined to be very high (ε ≈ 0.9) by comparing the weight of the layer with the cross-sectional SEM images showing its thickness. On the other hand, this layer has proven to be rather protective (i.e., impermeable to diffusion), which can only be explained by its low tortuosity arising from its layered structure. By matching the measured and calculated corrosion rates in the presence of the outer mackinawite layer, the tortuosity factor was calculated to be Ψ = 0.003. A time-marching explicit solution procedure could now be established where: -the corrosion rate Flux H 2 S in the absence of the outer sulfi de layer can be calculated by using Equation (5), and assuming δ os = 0; -the amount of sulfi de layer ∆m os formed over a time interval ∆t is calculated by using Equation (9); -the new corrosion rate Flux H 2 S in the presence of the sulfi de layer can be recalculated by using Equation (5); -a new time interval ∆t is set and the second and third steps are repeated.
Effect of pH
A small complication arises from the fact that at very low H 2 S gas concentrations (ppm w range), there is very little dissolved H 2 S and the corrosion rate is directly affected by pH. A mackinawite layer still forms and controls the corrosion rate; however, the corrosion process is largely driven by the reduction of protons, rather than of H 2 S (the case shown in Reaction [1] ). In an analogy with the approach laid out above, the convective diffusion fl ux of protons through the mass-transfer boundary layer is: 
which in a steady state is equal to the diffusion fl ux of protons through the pores of the iron sulfi de layer: 
which is equal to the solid-state diffusion fl ux of protons through the thin mackinawite fi lm: 
This description completes the explanation of a basic mechanistic model of pure H 2 S corrosion of mild steel. Based on the present model, a similar expression is proposed for combined CO 2 /H 2 S corrosion below.
Effect of CO 2
In the case of mixed H 2 S/CO 2 corrosion, the mass-transfer-limited fl ux of CO 2 can be calculated from the: -convective diffusion of CO 2 through the mass-transfer boundary layer: 
-molecular diffusion of CO 2 through the liquid in the porous outer sulfi de layer: ) which is equivalent to the corrosion rate by CO 2 : CR CO 2 = Flux CO 2 M Fe /ρ Fe (further corrected for appropriate corrosion rate unit).
By eliminating the unknown interfacial concentrations c o,CO 2 and c i,CO 2 , from Equations (15) through (17) , the following expression is obtained for the corrosion rate driven by the presence of CO 2 and controlled by the presence of the iron sulfi de layers: In the H 2 S corrosion model presented above, pure mass-transfer control is assumed, and hence, the c s,H 2 S and c s,H + are set to be virtually zero (practically a very small value of 1.00 × 10 -7 mol/m 3 ). In CO 2 corrosion, it is the carbonic acid (H 2 CO 3 ) that is the corrosive species, and one must account for the fact that the CO 2 hydration step-forming H 2 CO 3 at the steel surface is a slow rate-controlling process. Therefore, the CO 2 fl ux can be equated to the limit ing rate of H 2 CO 3 hydration at the steel surface as follows: (18) and (19) , the CO 2 fl ux equation takes its fi nal form:
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The bulk concentration of CO 2 , c b,CO 2 , can be obtained via Henry's law:
where Henry's constant is a function of temperature and ionic strength: 
( )
T f is the temperature in °F and I is the ionic strength in mol/L. By solving the above equation, the CO 2 corrosion rate can be obtained and introduced into Equation (23) below to obtain the total corrosion rate in mixed CO 2 /H 2 S environments:
For the corrosion rates caused by H 2 S and H + , the same expressions can be used as presented above for a CO 2 -free environment, Equations (5) and (13), respectively.
VerIfIcAtIon And testIng of the model
Experiments by Sun 33
To formulate the model and calibrate its performance, the experimental fi ndings of Sun 33 were used as the primary source. Figure 8 shows the comparison of the corrosion rate vs. the reaction time for a series of pure H 2 S experiments (pH 2 S = 0.5 mbar to 50 mbar) done at pH 5 and 80°C, conducted by Sun. 33 Clearly, the model successfully captures the rapid reduction of the corrosion rate with time due to the growth of an iron sulfi de layer. While an attempt was made to capture the very short-term data (obtained after 1 h of exposure), this was not always accurate and the main effort was directed to predicting the 24-h data points accurately. From Figure 8 , one can observe that H 2 S partial pressure plays an important role in corrosion. At pH 2 S = 50 mbar, H 2 S is the main corrosive species (contributing 98% to the overall corrosion damage when compared to only 2% attributed to H + ). When the amount of H 2 S is reduced 100 times (pH 2 S = 0.5 mbar), both species are responsible for approximately one half of the observed corrosion rate. Figure  9 shows the comparison of the measured and predicted amount of iron sulfi de, which is retained on the steel surface at different reaction times. The predicted layer growth is very rapid in the fi rst few hours and then gradually levels off, leading to what is often referred to as a "parabolic fi lm growth regime." Data were also collected by Sun 33 under rather similar conditions, with the main difference being a higher pH 6.6 and the presence of CO 2 . The comparison between measured and predicted corrosion rate in this mixed H 2 S/CO 2 corrosion environment is shown in Figure 10 . Very similar trends are observed with time at different pH 2 S, as was the case for a pure H 2 S environment. Upon closer inspection of the predictions, it is found that at a pCO 2 /pH 2 S ratio of 10 3 in the gas phase (pCO 2 = 0.54 bar, pH 2 S = 0.54 mbar), the main corrosive species is CO 2 (i.e., H 2 CO 3 ) as expected, which is responsible for more than 90% of the corrosion rate. However, under these conditions the corrosion rate is still controlled by the presence of H 2 S, i.e., sulfi de layer, which reduces the pure CO 2 (H 2 S-free) corrosion rate by more than 10 times. When the pCO 2 /pH 2 S ratio in the gas is reduced to 10, both corrosive gases contribute approximately the same to the overall corrosion rate.
The model was tested further by making simulations outside the range of parameters used to calibrate it (taken from the experimental study of Sun 33 mentioned above); i.e., the model was used to extrapolate the corrosion rates to much lower and much higher partial pressures of H 2 S as well as much longer exposure times.
Experiments by Singer, et al. 34 A similar range of H 2 S partial pressures, as reported by Sun, 33 was investigated by Singer, et al. 34 The key difference was the higher partial pressure of CO 2 (pCO 2 = 2 bar) and more importantly the long duration of experiments (21 days) conducted in stratifi ed gas-liquid pipe fl ow. Figure 11 , showing a marked decrease of pure CO 2 corrosion rate due to the presence of H 2 S and a reasonable prediction made by the model particularly at longer exposure times. This is clearly a mixed CO 2 / H 2 S corrosion scenario. At a pCO 2 /pH 2 S ratio of 200 (pCO 2 = 2 bar, pH 2 S = 4 mbar), the CO 2 contribution to the corrosion rate is 75%, with most of the balance provided by H 2 S. At the pCO 2 /pH 2 S ratio of 28 (pCO 2 = 2 bar, pH 2 S = 70 mbar), both CO 2 and H 2 S account for approximately 50% of the overall corrosion rate.
Experiments by Smith and Pacheco 5
Another study covering the same H 2 S partial pressure range was published by Smith and Pacheco. 5 Three-day-long autoclave experiments were conducted at a very high total pressure (p = 138 bar) and a high CO 2 partial pressure (pCO 2 = 13.8 bar). When comparing the predictions with the experimental results of Smith and Pacheco 5 ( Figure 12 ), it can be seen that the model underpredicts the observed rate of steel corrosion by approximately a factor of two. However, when this is compared with a pure CO 2 (H 2 S-free) corrosion rate under the same conditions (which is not reported but can be predicted at almost 20 mm/y), the accuracy of the model can be considered as reasonable. At the highest pCO 2 /pH 2 S ratio of 3,500 (pCO 2 = 13.8 bar, pH 2 S = 40 mbar) tested by Smith and Pacheco, 5 CO 2 accounts for approximately 70% of the corrosion rate and 30% can be ascribed to H 2 S. At the lowest pCO 2 /pH 2 S ratio of 1,180 (pCO 2 = 13.8 bar, pH 2 S = 116 mbar), CO 2 accounts for approximately 57% of the corrosion rate and 43% can be ascribed to H 2 S. 10 An example of model performance at extremely low H 2 S partial pressures is seen in Figure 13 , where in the experiments conducted by Lee, 10 pH 2 S ranged from 0.0013 mbar to 0.32 mbar, corresponding to 1 ppm m to 250 ppm m in the gas phase at 1 bar CO 2 . Clearly, this is a CO 2 -dominated corrosion scenario (pCO 2 /pH 2 S ratio is in the range from 10 3 to 10 6 ); however, again, the H 2 S controls the corrosion rate. Even when present in such minute amounts, H 2 S reduced the pure CO 2 (H 2 S-free) corrosion rate by 3 to 10 times due to formation of a thin mackinawite film. The present model successfully captures this effect, as shown in Figure 13 .
Experiments by Lee
Experiments by Kvarekvål, et al. 35 Corrosion experiments at high temperatures (120°C), high partial pressures of CO 2 (pCO 2 = 6.9 bar), and H 2 S (pH 2 S = 1.38 bar to 4.14 bar) were recently reported by Kvarekvål, et al. 35 In exposure lasting up to 16 days, a steadily decreasing corrosion rate was observed due to buildup of a protective iron sulfide layer ( Figure 14) . The effect of pH 2 S increase on corrosion rate was very small and practically vanished over time. Both of these effects were readily captured by the model with very good accuracy, as seen in Figure  14 . Compared to all the various experimental cases discussed above, this is the first situation where the H 2 S was the dominant corrosive species. At the highest pCO 2 /pH 2 S ratio of 5 (pCO 2 = 6.9 bar, pH 2 S = 1.38 bar), H 2 S generated approximately 70% of the corrosion rate. At the lowest pCO 2 /pH 2 S ratio of 1.67 (pCO 2 = 6.9 bar, pH 2 S = 4.14 bar), H 2 S generated 82% of the overall corrosion rate.
Experiments by Bich and Goerz
36
Another study covering corrosion of steel at high partial pressures of CO 2 (pCO 2 = 3 bar to 12.8 bar) and H 2 S (pH 2 S = 3 bar to 20 bar) were reported by Bich and Goerz. 36 The average corrosion rates were given for exposure lasting up to 4 days. 36 The experiments were simulated using the present H 2 S model and it was found that the effect of the pH 2 S increase on the final corrosion rates was very small, as shown in Figure 15 . This is a situation where the H 2 S was the dominant corrosive species, similar to the experiments of Kvarekvål, et al. 35 At the highest pCO 2 /pH 2 S ratio of 1.8 (pCO 2 = 5.3 bar, pH 2 S = 3 bar), H 2 S generated approximately 86% of the corrosion rate. At the lowest pCO 2 /pH 2 S ratio of 0.2 (pCO 2 = 4 bar, pH 2 S = 20 bar), H 2 S generated 97% of the overall corrosion rate. It is also noted that the model predictions show that the corrosion rate in the first reaction hour is on average 20 mm/y, with an initial corrosion rate of 60 mm/y and a final corrosion rate of 10 mm/y. Concededly, the pitting corrosion rate was reported to be 30 mm/y in a field case with similar conditions, which according to Bich and Goerz 36 is related to the very high, H 2 S-driven corrosion seen at the beginning of experiments before a thick, protective, iron sulfide film forms. 35 Experiments by Omar, et al. 37 H 2 S corrosion data collected at the most severe experimental conditions were published recently by Omar, et al. 37 Long-term flow loop experiments (15 days to 21 days) were conducted at high partial pressure of H 2 S (pH 2 S = 10 bar to 30 bar), high partial pressure of CO 2 (pCO 2 = 3.3 bar to 10 bar), and low pH (2.9 to 3.2). The measured corrosion rates as a function of velocity are shown in Figure 16 for the three long-term experiments. No effect of velocity on the uniform corrosion rate could be observed in these long-term exposures, which is due to buildup of a thick, protective, sulfide layer. The model predictions also shown in Figure 16 confirm this trend and show a remarkable agreement with the experimental results in the less-extreme experiments 1 and 2 (pCO 2 = 3.3 bar; pH 2 S = 10 bar), both at low (25°C) and high temperatures (80°C). In experiment no. 3, which was conducted at the most extreme set of conditions (pCO 2 = 10 bar; pH 2 S = 30 bar) and high temperature (80°C), the model underpredicts the corrosion rate by a factor of 2.5. This brings us to the limitations of the model, which are discussed in the following section. In all three experiments reported by Omar, et al., 37 the pCO 2 /pH 2 S ratio was about 0.3; i.e., the corrosion process and corrosion rate were dominated completely by H 2 S, which contributed ≈95% of the corrosion rate.
lImItAtIons of the model And future work
From the numerous comparisons made in the previous section, it is clear that the present mechanistic model of pure H 2 S and mixed H 2 S/CO 2 corrosion has performed rather well over a very broad range of conditions. The summary of all the key experimental conditions as well as the resulting experimental and predicted corrosion rates are presented in Table 1 . Actually, the partial pressure of H 2 S varies by 7 orders of magnitude, yet the predictions were typically within the conventional margin of error of the measurements and deviated by a factor not more than 2 to 3.
(2) This is illustrated in Figure 17 where all the data (shown in Table 1 ) are presented in a parity plot in which the measured corrosion rates are compared directly with the predicted ones.
Nevertheless (2) When interpreting graphs such as the one shown in Figure 17 , one should keep in mind that the various experimental data points always have a measurement error associated with them (not shown in Figure 17 for clarity reasons); i.e., the data collected in various experiments are not in perfect agreement with each other. Therefore, one has to account for this when comparing the experimental data with numerical predictions, which carry their own uncertainty (also not shown in Figure 17 ). scale; therefore, in cases where this is deemed important for corrosion, the model should be used with caution. The model also does not account for various transformations of sulfide layer from one type to another, which are known to happen over time. However, the present model is mechanistic and transient and therefore new physics that covers kinetics of precipitation and sulfide transformations can be added easily to it. -The present model does not account for dissolution of the sulfide layer that may occur at very low pH. Therefore, the use of this model at pH < 3 is not recommended. Similarly, the model should be used with caution for pH > 7
where it has not been tested. Again, due to its mechanistic nature, extensions of the present model to cover these new phenomena are not prohibitively difficult to implement and are already being developed. -The model in its present state does not cover the effect of organic acids on mixed H 2 S and H 2 S/CO 2 corrosion; therefore, it should not be used when organic acids are present in the system. A practical threshold for the validity of the present model is: <1 ppm of organic acids in the brine. This effect is now being modeled and implemented in the latest versions of the model. -The model does not account for the effect of high chloride concentrations, oxygen, elemental sulfur, or any other unspecified condition that is known to affect the corrosion rate and is not explicitly covered in the theoretical underpinnings of the present model. Finally, it is worthwhile commenting on the fact that even the longest H 2 S-containing corrosion experiments, which are practically achievable in the lab, are of the order of a few weeks or at best a few months, while predictions are meant to cover a period of at least a few decades to be meaningful. With this in mind, it is interesting to take one of the conditions simulated in the previous sections and extrapolate the prediction over such a long lifetime. One of the experimental conditions used by Kvarekvål, et al., 35 was used here (pCO 2 = 6.9 bar, pH 2 S = 3.45 bar, T = 120°C, pH 4, v = 10 m/s) and the simulation was extended to 25 years. The result is shown in Figure  18 . The corrosion rate was predicted to start out rather high as observed in the experiments; however, it was reduced to below 0.1 mm/y after 2 years and was as low as 0.03 mm/y after 25 years. The average corrosion rate over this period was only 0.06 mm/y, which amounts to a wall thickness loss of only 1.5 mm over the 25 years, an acceptable amount by any practical account. Actually, most of the other conditions simulated have shown that rather low H 2 S uniform corrosion rates are obtained for very long exposures, which agrees with general field experience as recently discussed by Bonis, et al. 7 Nevertheless, no quantitative long-term lab data are currently available to back up these long-term predictions.
conclusIons v The corrosion rate of mild steel in H 2 S and CO 2 / H 2 S corrosion is affected mainly by H 2 S concentration, temperature, velocity, and the protectiveness of the sulfide layer. CO 2 partial pressure and pH have an effect on the corrosion rate at very low H 2 S concentrations. v The amount of iron sulfide layer retained on the steel surface depends on the layer formation rate and the layer damage rate. The layer forms directly by corrosion and/or by precipitation. The layer damage can occur by mechanical and/or chemical means. v A rather simple mechanistic model of H 2 S and H 2 S/ CO 2 corrosion is developed to accurately predict the corrosion rate. v The model has been verified extensively with a broad database where the partial pressure of H 2 S spans 7 orders of magnitude and includes CO 2 . v The current version of the model does not yet include iron sulfide precipitation effects, nor hydrodynamic effects on film damage, which will be addressed in future work.
